
Quantifiers

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I have a _________ small boys here.1. (few/little)few

Only, put him on my apron and he won't touch you, and you can take out of
the chest as _________ gold as you like!
2.

(many/much)much

They asked me _________ questions, and seemed to take an interest in
what I told them about myself.
3.

(many/much)
many

Only a _________ minutes remained to them.4. (few/little)few

The defence and the prosecution both attached _________ importance to
this testimony, which became one of the leading points of the trial on account
of the vigor of the defence and the suspicions of the prosecution.

5.

(many/much)

much

This has been a standard sort for _________ years.6. (many/much)many

A _________ steps carried the stranger to the rail.7. (few/little)few

In a _________ days I shall leave you.8. (few/little)few

They remained in _________ anxiety, vainly endeavouring to surmise what
had caused the interruption to their journey.
9.

(many/much)
much

There was nothing for a pencil to sketch, and I soon got tired of this work,
though I have paid willingly _________ money for far less strange and lovely
sights.

10.

(many/much)
much

After the pressure was removed, there followed that sudden revival of
class divisions which did so _________ harm to the country.
11.

(many/much)much

_________ messages are entrusted to the chaplains.12. (many/much)Many

This opinion is made plausible by _________ facts.13. (many/much)many

All that rich tide of eloquence that you prepared last night with so
_________ enthusiasm is out of place, and yet you must not desert him, you
must say something.

14.

(many/much)
much
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I had let so _________ gas out of my balloon that I could not rise again,
and in a few minutes the earth closed over my head.
15.

(many/much)
much

In a _________ minutes they were packed.16. (few/little)few

It is true, I confess, that my present party is pretty large, and the old
house, like other places of the kind, does not possess so _________
accommodation as the extent of the outward walls appears to promise.

17.

(many/much)

much

She had not so _________ friends nowadays.18. (many/much)many

Not that I make _________ work, for I'm really resting, but I haven't done
so much solid reading for years.
19.

(many/much)
much

You can only avoid your doom for a _________ time.20. (few/little)little
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